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When I first heard the word counselling, back in the 1980’s, I thought it was one
of those new age buzz words which came out of America, and made itself over
to little ole New Zealand as things do in time. Around that time I became familiar
with names such as Jay Adams, Al Martin and Bruce A Ray, all of whom wrote
books, held conferences and engaged in biblical counselling.
It seems to some that the whole concept of biblical counselling belongs in the
realm of the trained professional, which could be the minister in your church or
someone else who has the training and degree that comes along with it, and that
is certainly the impression that the dictionary gives when describing counselling.
However, on what I might refer to as the ordinary level, there is a type of
counselling going on a lot of the time. For instance, when a Christian brother is
helping and advising you with some issue in your life, he is counselling you. Parents
counsel their children in regard to their life choices. Cadet and GEMS counsellors
are there to lead their cadres in practical godliness while helping them develop
real life skills and grow in Christian maturity. They may give advice, guidance,
direction, recommendations, suggestions, guidelines, encouragement, admonition
or warnings, all of which may be called counselling.
NB: What I have described is the interaction we have with one another in
ordinary everyday situations, which doesn’t make us counsellors per se. It doesn’t
mean we can solve deep-seated marital problems, or depression, psychological
problems, mental illness or addictions. There is a time when it is necessary to refer
to the professional who may be your minister or a full time paid counsellor or both
in order to bring about a God-honouring result.
For the layman, biblical counselling is based upon the truth of the Bible and is
Christ-centred, working on the foundation that man is created in the image of
God, and therefore it is His Word and Spirit that guides and directs the believer.
Just think of Proverbs 1:3-4,7: 3To receive the instruction of wisdom, justice,
judgment, and equity; 4To give prudence to the simple, to the young man knowledge
and discretion – 7the fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge … .
Or 2 Timothy 3:16-17: 16All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness,
17
that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work.
Biblical counselling is not a “buzz” word, but an important tool in an already
abundant arsenal that the Lord in His grace provides for His people. I am thankful
for our contributors who give us insight into what this Biblical Counselling is. S.D.G.
Featured in this issue:
Mr Daniel Wilson deliberates on the necessity for biblical counselling.
Mrs Hannah Bredemeijer informs about mental health struggles.
Mrs Jenny Waldron considers how the untrained may help with mental health
matters.
Mr John P Wilson considers the glorious nature of Good Friday.
Mr Wes Bredenhof looks at the argument of pre-adamites.
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The opinions expressed in this magazine are not to be considered the official position of
the Reformed Churches of New Zealand unless they expound the biblical system of
doctrine contained in the Heidelberg Catechism, the Belgic Confession, the Canons of
Dordt, or the Westminster Confession of Faith, or reflect the successive Acts of Synod
of the Reformed Churches of New Zealand. On the other hand, care is taken to ensure
that articles and opinions do not directly contradict the official position of the Reformed
Churches as contained in the above sources without attention being called to that fact.
NB: In line with common publishing practice Faith in Focus reserves the right to publish
the names of all contributors with their articles, unless compelling reasons are given to
the editor for not doing so. This applies to both print and online versions.

Mental health
DANIEL WILSON

The necessity for
biblical counselling
All Christians need biblical
counsel
“Pastor, my husband had a heart attack …
the family is at the hospital right now …”
How do you think your pastor would
respond? He would certainly seek to listen
and be supportive, but more importantly,
he would want to go and pray with the
family, if not immediately, then soon
thereafter. He would want to help them
look to Jesus in the midst of that health
crisis. When our health is in peril, we need
to look to the Lord all the more, for God’s
strength is made perfect in our weakness!
(2 Corinthians 12:7-10)
In fact, God often uses brokenness and
the pain of this sin-cursed world to teach
His children how to rely on His strength
instead of our own. The same principle is
true regardless of what kind of ailment we
face! It could be a physical sickness, it could
be a financial or relational loss, or it could
be a crisis of mental health. In all kinds of
trial, we need sound biblical counsel to
help us remain true to Christ.
Sadly, too many Christians separate
the medical and the spiritual. But the
human body is complex and we need a
holistic approach to our medical and
spiritual wellbeing. This is very rarely under
debate when people face death with
cancer or a heart attack. Most believers
understand that they need prayer, support,
and godly counsel to remain faithful to
the Lord during those times. However,
many Christians fear reaching out for help
during a mental health crisis lest they be
judged or suffer under a stigma. We have
to be honest, too many Christians have
reached out to the Church for help in the
midst of some mental health emergency
and they received harsh judgmentalism
instead of support. It doesn’t have to be
that way. Christians need uniquely
Christian counsel and pastoral care when

they undergo all kinds of emergencies –
especially mental health issues.
Why might some be afraid to
seek biblical counselling?
Firstly, many are afraid because they have
had (or have heard about) bad experiences in the past. Too many Christians
have scolded a depressed believer with
these words, “That is just sin, stop feeling
sorry for yourself and rejoice in the Lord!”
or even, “No Christian would take
medicine for that, just repent of your sin!”
Too many Christians and even pastors
have resorted to a “take these two verses
and call me in the morning” approach to
biblical counselling. Simplistic approaches
to mental health challenges do not help. I
confess that I have made those mistakes
before, and I pray that I won’t make them
again. It is too easy to look for a quick
solution, instead of striving to understand
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We need to realize that
God’s Word and Biblical
principles do offer
serious and lasting
comfort in the midst of
all kinds of painful
difficulties.
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and truly apply God’s Word and wisdom
to the situation. There have also been
times when people were offended by the
counsel they received even when that
counsel was true and helpful and
appropriate to their situation. Bad
experiences can be the fault of the
counsellor or of the counselee, which is
why we need to always be careful of
trusting a quick fix.
Secondly, some believers avoid biblical
counselling in the midst of a mental health
crisis, because they don’t think that the
Church has anything to offer. But this is not
true! Biblical counselling is much more than
just being told to repent and believe.
Biblical counselling applies biblical truth to
specific needs in a person’s life. There are
many contributing factors to our mental
health struggles, including our own lifestyle,
thoughts, emotions and behaviours. The
Bible frequently addresses these aspects of
our lives, which means that biblical
counselling could be of great benefit to
those facing mental health difficulties.
Now, someone may object, “But you
wouldn’t say that to someone with a heart
attack or diabetes!” But yes, I would. I have
counselled people before who were facing
physical and mental health challenges which
were related to their lifestyle. The man who
overworks will eventually reach exhaustion
or burnout (sadly, I learned that lesson the
hard way!). The woman who is constantly
worrying about things which she cannot
change could develop a serious ulcer or
suffer from related mental health problems.
The person who eats the wrong food could
end up with diabetes or heart disease. It is
a common problem for people to ignore
sound medical advice about their diet,
exercise and lifestyle because they prefer
instead to simply take a pill. Taking a pain
pill while still leaving your hand in the fire
doesn’t solve your problem! It simply helps
you to cope with the pain. Yes, pain pills
may be necessary, but you also need to
take your hand out of the fire and address
the main issue. This is not just true of
physical health, it also applies to our mental
health.
There are many health problems which
are directly related to how we fail to live as
we ought in the midst of this sinful world,
and there are also problems which are
totally beyond our control! Most problems
are a combination of both. There are
numerous physical and mental health crises
which occur by no fault or sin of the
individual. But that doesn’t mean that we
don’t need biblical counsel to endure and
survive those difficulties! Rather, when the

problem is totally beyond our control, we
need biblical counselling more, not less!
We need biblical counsel to teach us how
to be patient in affliction, so that God’s
strength might be made perfect in our
weakness!
Is biblical counselling really
necessary when we have
modern psychology?
Now, some might object that we don’t
need biblical counselling if we have
psychology and other forms of secular
counselling. Therefore, it is important to
consider the natural conflict which exists
between secular psychology and Christian
doctrine. Secular psychology is overtly
humanistic, while Christianity and biblical
counselling is overtly Christocentric. These
competing world views mean that biblical
counsellors and secular psychologists
often approach the same topic or question
in different ways. I use the term “secular
psychology” because there are a number
of Christians who have worked in psychology over the years who have sought to
improve and change the way they counsel
to avoid certain secular problems – I am
not specifically addressing them at this
point. You see, the main problem with
secular psychology is that it seeks to find
the solutions to man’s problems within the
man himself without reference to God.
Secular psychology wants to alleviate
suffering while ignoring God and the
spiritual problems we all face (especially
sin). In this way, psychology ignores man’s
most fundamental problem, our broken
relationship with God because of our sin.
This doesn’t mean that psychologists do
not discover helpful solutions to some of
our problems – not at all! They often
discover helpful ways to cope with and
overcome specific challenges – but to
what end? Psychologists can help you
cope, but apart from the Gospel and
biblical truth, all they can help the
counselee do is to trade one problem for
another. The unemployed lazy drug
addict who gets secular counselling may
get a job, stay clean and learn to work
hard, but what actual change has
occurred? He most likely has traded lazy
indulgence for a self-reliant pride in his
work. The latter characteristics are
certainly better for society, but that sort of
change often hardens people against
seeing their true spiritual condition and
need for Christ. The same thing occurs
when a surgeon patches up a man injured
because he was driving while intoxicated.
The surgeon has done good work, some

problems were addressed, but the core
issues which caused the problem in the
first place have not been resolved.
The Word of God explains that while
man was made in the image of God, because
of the Fall into sin, humanity is corrupt from
conception onwards. This means that we
are not capable of genuine and lasting
change for good unless we have the help
and blessing of God. Perhaps you are
beginning to see the other foundational
difference between biblical counselling and
secular psychology: While psychology wants
to help people cope better and live more
productive lives – Christian and biblical
counselling is concerned primarily with the
glory of God and the eternal good of each
individual. We don’t want to merely help
you cope – we want to help you thrive to
the glory of God. Biblical counselling aims
for the goal of dealing with core problems
and attitudes while also giving practical
advice to help people cope with the pain.
These different types of counselling have
different starting points and different
purposes, which means that they arrive at
completely different destinations. From a
Christian perspective, it is tragic when people
are given counselling or medical care that
enables them to escape some crisis which
leads them to being content and happy in
their unredeemed state. Pain and sickness
are God’s ‘smoke alarms’ for sinful humanity.

When the smoke alarm is going off in the
middle of the night because there is a fire
– the biggest problem is not the alarm. The
biggest problem is the fire which caused
the alarm to sound! The fires of pain,
sickness and abuse which rage in our world
can be traced back to Genesis 3 and the
forbidden fruit. Sin has infected every part
of our broken world, and every broken
bone, heart attack, case of depression or
schizophrenia is the result of the curse for
sin. Ultimately, we want to see all sickness
and pain defeated once and for all – and
that will never occur from an exclusively
medical approach to our problems. Biblical
counselling would rather address the
big-picture “fire” in a person’s life instead
of simply turning off the “smoke alarms”
which plague us. We would like to see that
alarm or crisis lead a person to address and
correct their greatest problem of sin through
faith in Christ as a part of a more holistic
counselling which addresses the person
physically and spiritually. God is glorified
through the salvation and sanctification of
sinners!
Where to from here?
Someone will ask, “So, what are you
saying? That we don’t need any psychologists?! Or that you don’t want to help
people in crisis?!” No, that is not what I am
saying. The point of this article (and the

point of this issue of Faith in Focus) is to
point out the importance of biblical
counselling in the midst of all kinds of
physical and mental health crises. Anyone
who has a heart attack or seizure needs
prayer and biblical counsel to be faithful in
the midst of trial. Likewise, those who
suffer from anxiety, depression and other
mental health conditions need to seek out
uniquely biblical counselling to help them
remain true to Christ in the midst of that
trial. Furthermore, we need to realise that
God’s Word and biblical principles do
offer serious and lasting comfort in the
midst of all kinds of painful difficulties.
Armed with a biblical perspective, the
Christian can know God’s peace and
contentment in any situation. We need a
balanced approach to medical and mental
health emergencies. Your pastor or biblical
counsellor may not be a medical
professional, but the medical professionals
are also not there to give you biblical
counsel and care! Biblical counselling has
an important role to play in our response
to trial as Christians, because the God who
created and sustains this world is still
active in our lives! His Word is the key to
lasting peace and change in the midst of
this sin-cursed world.
Mr Daniel Wilson is the minister of the
North Shore Reformed Church.

Mental health
HANNAH BREDEMEIJER

Understanding mental
health struggles
If there was ever a ‘right’ time to think
about mental health, it would be now.
The Covid-19 pandemic is associated with
significantly higher levels of stress in
society and it is even deemed an international public health priority to mitigate
the hazardous effects of Covid-19 on
mental health.1 Most of us have felt this

too. Many are tired and worn out from the
uncertainty, political strife, barrage of
medical information, the lockdowns, and
the increased general tension in society.
Mental health is a very broad concept.
It relates to our emotional wellbeing and it
includes how we feel and think, and how
that influences our behaviour. It also refers

to how these things affect our relationships,
our physical health and our ability to function
in society.
Many, if not all of us, struggle with mental
health from time to time. We say things
like, “I’m down, I’m overwhelmed, I’m not
sleeping, I’m anxious, I’m having obtrusive
thoughts, I can’t control my eating, I’m
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angry, I avoid people”, and so on. However,
when these issues become severe or persistent
and debilitating in some way, we might see
a health professional and get a diagnosis,
which is a label that describes the severity
and intensity of the symptoms and the way
in which they affect one’s ability to function.
Anxiety and depression are the most common
diagnoses, but the list includes ADHD, eating
disorders, schizophrenia, post-natal depression,
personality disorders, phobias, PTSD (trauma),
dementia and many more.
Mental health struggles can be placed on
a continuum where on the one end of the
spectrum we find mild, short-term symptoms
that are a nuisance and on the other end,
severe, long-term symptoms that are
debilitating. No matter where on the spectrum
the struggle is, people who suffer from mental
health issues often feel isolated and
misunderstood, or they feel ashamed and
condemned by others. This is sad and adds
unnecessary suffering to an already difficult
situation.
As brothers and sisters in Christ we can
show love and care for those that struggle
with mental health by seeking to understand
it better, whether the symptoms are mild or
severe. The better we understand it, the more
our help and counsel can be compassionate,
biblical, helpful and God honouring.
To this end this article aims to somewhat
untangle the complexity by describing some
of the ways in which both the heart and the
body play a role in mental health. What causes
mental health struggles, where do they
originate? Is it in the body, the heart, or in a
combination of both? How do circumstances
play a role? How do past experiences and

upbringing contribute to mental health
struggles?
Heart
A biblical view of human beings affirms that
we have an ‘inner’ and an ‘outer’ dimension
to our design, which function together as a
unity of spirit and body.2 The Bible often
uses the word ‘heart’ to describe the inner
aspect of a human being, but often ‘soul’,
‘mind’, ‘spirit’, ‘conscience’ and ‘inner self’
are used as synonyms for ‘heart’.3
In both the Old and New Testament, the
heart refers to the basic inner orientation of
a person, who either lives in covenant
obedience or in disobedience before God.
The term ‘heart’ expresses the reality that, at
our core, we are all worshippers of something,
either of the Creator (in obedience) or of
created things (in disobedience), as seen in
Romans One. This core is the heart and it is
the wellspring of life that morally initiates and
guides the entire person.4 Our desires do
battle within our heart. When a desire, whether
good or bad, becomes a ruling desire, it is
sinful. We want and desire many things and
in themselves these are often not bad. God
has created us with desires. For instance, the
desires for love, health, peace, safety, or being
understood by others are not sinful desires.
However, when any of those desires start to
rule or dominate our heart, then that is
idolatrous and sinful.5 It is sinful when we
want something else more than we want to
trust and obey God. We become worshippers
of self, instead of worshippers of God.
Body
The body is the physical aspect of a person
and it includes the brain, our genetic makeup and everything that is covered in skin.
The body is dependent and weak in that it
has needs and natural desires, such as for
food and rest. It also has limitations, which
can be due to genetics, sickness, old age etc.
These weaknesses and limitations are a
reflection of God’s design of human nature
and the effect that The Fall in sin has had on
it. Our bodies are subject to sin, which
means that Adam’s sin, but also our own sin,
has a negative impact on our body.6
How do heart and body interact?
God has designed us to express the worship
of our hearts through our bodies. Our
thoughts, emotions and behaviour all have
their origin in the heart. This means that the
body is not the source of sin and can never
be called sinful. In other words, our body
mediates the heart, but cannot initiate sin. It
does not have the final say in whether our
thoughts, emotions and behaviours honour
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or dishonour God.7 But, the body is created
with weaknesses and it is subject to the
effect that sin has on it, which results in
sickness or other physical limitations.
For example, we are created to need food.
Going without food for a long time will cause
hunger. This hunger is a natural weakness
and therefore the desire to still hunger is not
a sinful desire. However, when we allow this
desire for food to rule our heart, it will result
in a demanding and angry attitude, which is
sinful. This attitude is an expression of the
heart which reveals a worship of self, instead
of a trust in God.
Research shows that there are sometimes
physical factors that underlie mental health
struggles. Imbalances in brain chemistry,
hormonal changes or certain genetic deviations
are physical limitations that can cause mental
health struggles. For example, with Alzheimer’s
disease, the nerve cells in the cerebral cortex
get damaged, which leads to cognitive
deterioration and emotional instability. These
symptoms in themselves are not sinful. They
are consequences of the effect that sin has
on our bodies. There are many, often
unknown, physical limitations that can play
a role in mental health struggles.
God does not condemn our physical
weaknesses and limitations. Rather the Bible
recognises the profound impact that our
bodily weaknesses and limitations have on
us. Paul acknowledges this. Hunger, cold and
lack of sleep are physical weaknesses that
challenge our trust in God and our obedience
to Him.8 Paul speaks about his ‘thorn in the
flesh’. We do not know what this ‘thorn’ was,
but it is possible that he had a biochemical
imbalance, a physical limitation, that
challenged his trust in God. Who knows?
We know that sin crouches at our door,
it preys upon our natural weaknesses and
limitations.9 It wants the ‘heart’ to indulge
them, rather than to exert godly self-control.
We indulge them when we are mastered
by them and when we excuse the resultant
sinful thoughts, emotions and behaviours
as caused by it. This is alike to saying, ‘my
body caused me to sin’. But sin also tempts
us to doubt God’s goodness and to distrust
Him. Physical weaknesses and limitations
cause us to suffer; they often threaten our
desires for health and comfort. Suffering
from hunger, hormonal changes, brain
damage or biochemical imbalances in the
brain is very hard. We desire relief and
healing of this suffering. This is a right desire.
However, if the desire for relief controls us,
to the extent that we are impatient, fearful
or angry, then we are mastered by that
desire, which is sin. But, if we instead turn
to God, ask for relief and healing while

submitting to His purpose, timing and will,
then we are choosing faith and obedience
over sin and disobedience. In our suffering
we have a choice to either turn to ourselves
or to turn to God. And, by the grace of God
and the power which is at work within us,
we are able to do this.10
Emotions
Mental health problems are often
characterised by emotional struggles. The
origin of emotions is hard to know, but they
can proceed from either the heart or the
body.11
Consider low mood as an example of an
emotion. Low mood can be caused by the
body in the case of Parkinson’s disease,
Multiple Sclerosis, electrolyte abnormalities
from anorexia, or others. One of the most
frequent physical causes of low mood and
depression is the side-effect of prescription
medication. However, when there is no
physical substrate to the low mood and the
emotion is traceable to personal sin or guilt,
then we know that it is more likely caused
by the heart. It is also possible that someone
has a low mood because they have an
underlying physical limitation, and they struggle
to trust God in the midst of it.
Another example is social fear. If someone
is fearful, ashamed and avoidant in a situation
where another person raises their voice, is
that caused by the heart or the body? This
emotion is more difficult to understand. We
are created with psychological desires. For
instance, the desire to be loved and to be
safe is not wrong. But, because of sin these
desires are often not met; we are unloved,
unsafe, misunderstood or abused. When this
happens to us, our sinful heart inclination is
to fear, hide and avoid those situations. Fear
always originates in the heart.
At the same time, research indicates that
our circumstances, particularly in childhood,
have an enormous influence on us. If someone
grows up with an angry, abusive father whom
they could not trust and had to hide from to
be safe, then that helps us understand their
social fear, in this case the fear and avoidant
behaviour developed as a way of coping with
a real threat. The fear is a learned behaviour
that has roots in past circumstances and it
shapes the way someone relates to others in
the present. This does not make the fear and
avoidant behaviour right; it is not. It is a sinful
way of responding to being sinned against by
others in the past. It is also sinful to succumb
to social fear and excuse it as a learned way
of coping with a threat. However,
understanding the specific circumstances,
either in the past or the present, grows our
understanding of the mental struggle.12

God, the Creator, has
made us as complex
and intricate beings.
Mental health
struggles are a
reflection of that, and
we should
acknowledge our
inability to fully
understand it. And
yet, motivated by love
and with great
humility we should
seek to understand
these struggles better.
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We are both sufferers and sinners at the same
time.
However, more importantly, as Christians
we are also saints.13 We are chosen, redeemed
and we have the Spirit of Christ living within
us. He is at work to change us, sanctifying us
until we all reflect the perfect glory of Christ.
Mental health struggles are a form of suffering,
but they are also used by God to accomplish
our transformation.
God, the Creator, has made us as complex
and intricate beings. Mental health struggles
are a reflection of that, and we should
acknowledge our inability to fully understand
it. And yet, motivated by love and with great
humility we should seek to understand these
struggles better. The better we understand it,
the more our love and counsel will be
compassionate, biblical, helpful and God
honouring. May God help us all to do this.
Notes:
Distinguishing between body and
heart as the cause of mental
health issues
These are difficult dynamics, and we have
to be careful to distinguish between potentially physical weaknesses, limitations,
circumstantial influences on the one hand,
and active responses of the heart on the
other hand. This is important because it
enables us to understand the mental
struggle better, but it also shapes the counsel that we give. It is easy to overemphasise
one or the other, leading to unbalanced
counsel that either addresses heart issues
of faith, obedience, and disobedience
exclusively, or that solely focuses on
physical issues or circumstantial influences
as the only cause of the particular struggle.
Both approaches do not fully consider the
complexity of what causes and contributes
to mental health problems. The danger is
that one is wrongly accused of sin in a
situation where physical causes or
circumstantial influences underlie the
struggle. On the other hand, we could use
these influences as an excuse for sin and
disobedience.
In biblical counselling we need to avoid
these extremes. As creatures, we will never
fully understand the simultaneous unity and
duality of body and heart. They are both two
and one. They are two in that the body cannot
be reduced to the heart, and the heart cannot
be reduced to body. They are one in that
they are interdependent and influence one
another. Since we live in a sin cursed world
in which we are surrounded by sinners, we
will suffer from being sinned against by others.
And we will compound this suffering by
sinfully responding to being sinned against.
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Mrs Hannah Bredemeijer has a MSc in
Clinical Psychology and a diploma in
Christian Ethics. She has also been
trained in biblical counselling, works part
time in her counselling practice and is a
member of the North Shore Reformed
Church.

Mental health
JENNY WALDRON

Listening, hearing,
encouraging
Have you ever found yourself listening to
someone pouring out their heart to you,
and wondered what to do or say? How do
I respond to this? Or are you just waiting
for them to take a breath because you’ve
been through exactly the same thing and
you have just the answer that will work for
them too! Or perhaps you’ve tried telling
them what they have to do and they just
don’t get the message?
How can we “be there” for someone
who is struggling emotionally and/or
spiritually? How do we help and encourage
someone who is unable to help themselves
when we don’t have any particular training
or expertise?
Start with relationship
Edward Welch says “We spend too much
time concealing our neediness … . Being
needy is our basic condition. There is no
shame in it.”1 God has intended for us to
be in relationships to share one another’s
burdens. We all have times of needing
another person to walk alongside us in
times of difficulty.
I encourage you all to continue to build
up your relationships with respect, love and
kindness, within your community, so that
when something comes along and someone
finds they are struggling they have someone
to turn to that they already trust and
respect.God brings many people into our
lives at different times: fellow Christians,
our neighbours, people we work or study
with, people our children play with, sports
friends, members of committees, other dog
owners you meet on your walks, tramping
or hunting buddies and the list goes on.
It is not [just] the job of the pastor(s),
elders or deacons to be working pastorally
with others. God has given us all a calling
to care for one another, to love one
another, to be kind to one another,
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especially to the household of faith but also
to our neighbour, someone we meet.
You may know a person who is struggling
to cope, is stressed to the max, is drowning
with grief, or overwhelmed with the state
of the world. A person may feel worthless,
have sinned and can’t see their way out,
have children/relatives who are fighting/left
the church/being abusive, or they may
disclose something to you they have never
told anyone ever before. They have a
problem and they turn to you for help,
where to next?
The power of prayer
PRAY! Only God knows the heart and
what they need. Only God can give you
the wisdom, strength and guidance to
help another. Only God truly heals a

broken heart/spirit. Pray for yourself, to
have hearing ears, to say the right words,
to show them Christ’s love to them. Pray
for them, that God would bless them and
keep them and draw them closer to
Himself. PRAY … a lot!
So how can I help?
Agree a time and place to meet that is free
from distractions. It can be very disturbing
when someone is pouring out their
troubles and your phone rings, or your
child needs to go to the toilet or their
teenager is constantly demanding their
attention, or they are worried who might
be listening in on their conversation.
I strongly encourage you to only meet
with people of your own gender. When
opposite genders meet, without appropriate
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training, and sadly even with it, it is an area
that is fraught with difficulty and sin is
crouching at the door.
Confidentiality
Offer to keep what they say confidential.
It may have taken a lot of courage or
humility to share their story with you.
However, if they are at risk of hurting
themselves or someone else, or someone
has hurt/is hurting them, discuss with them
that you will need support and advice with
this and who you might seek that advice
from (Pastor, professional counsellor,
older woman/man you trust and respect).
This builds trust and confidence in you
that what they are going to share is not
going to be gossiped about or a prayer
item in a Bible study. If someone wants to
swear you to secrecy, even before they
have revealed why they need to talk to
you, refuse, and repeat the above. Being
sworn to secrecy usually ends up being
too big a burden for you to carry alone
and you may become overwhelmed with
not just the issue but that you cannot ask
for advice and support.
A side note: If you are asking someone
for advice for someone you are helping,
generally you do not need to disclose who
it is or personal details but can just stick to
the particular issue. If it involves sin or
breaking the law you will definitely need
to get advice, however, you should also be
encouraging the person to disclose this to
the appropriate people.
Listen attentively
Listening to a person who is struggling is a
means to gain information and perspective of the issue that is troubling them and
how they are dealing with it (or not!);
mentally, emotionally, spiritually and
physically.
Active listening helps you to understand
what is going on from their perspective.
Listen with your full attention.
•

Maintain eye contact (even if they are
unable to, they will suddenly look up
and check you are still with them and
not daydreaming or looking out the
window which shows disinterest or
boredom).

• Lean forward, showing with your body
that you are empathetic and caring.
Take the initiative and offer a tissue if
required.
• Encourage them to keep talking. Say
“uh-huh” or nod to show you are still
listening.

Know your own
limitations. There is a
saying that you need
to put on your own
life-jacket first before
you help another. You
need to look after
yourself, be in a good
space yourself, before
you take on someone
else’s cares.

• Be patient and give them time.
• Ask questions to help clarify what they
are saying e.g. “Am I hearing you
say …?” “I’m not sure I understand …”,
“Who are we talking about?”, “Help
me understand by explaining …”
• Reflect and recap or paraphrase in your
own words what you have heard. This
shows that you have been listening. You
can summarise in your own words and
ask if you have that right.
• Ask open questions that start with
“How …” or “What …” and require
more than a “yes” or “no” or single word
answers.
• If you hear them say something
contradictory, gently observe this and
ask for help to understand. For example,
“I heard you say you hate your boss but
a while ago you were saying how
supportive your boss had been, I’m
curious about that”.
Active listening is more than being a
nodding head or being a brick wall that
someone is speaking at! It is being
empathetic, helping you to understand how
they are feeling and what they are going
through. For some people it may be enough
just to have been able to share their issue
with another. For others, their journey may
be longer.

Where does God fit in?
Faith in Christ is a huge support and
strength. There may also be times we
need a fellow Christian to come alongside
us and travel this part of the road of life
with us. It is such an encouragement to
someone to be asked for help and to see
God’s work in another’s life.
Try not to make assumptions about
where a person is at with their faith. They
may be a long-time member of the church
who is struggling with faith issues. For another
person, this just might be the very
circumstance that God is using to bring that
person to Himself.
If possible, use God’s Word to
encourage them. Ask them if reading the
Bible has been helpful to them in the past
or if they would like to give it a try.
Memorising and meditating on passages
that acknowledge our struggles but also
offer hope can be very helpful. Psalm 23
and Philippians 4:4 and 7 are two passages
I frequently use. You may have your own
scriptures that you have found particularly
helpful. Gently offer these as suggestions.
Offer to pray with them at the end of
your time together. They may say no, and
that’s ok, you can still pray for them
privately. They may like to pray.
Time frame and boundaries
Putting in place boundaries and limits are
important. I know a person who was
helping someone who would ring them
daily, often for long, teary conversations.
Another person met someone for months,
sometimes twice a week, without there
seeming to be any improvement and no
end in sight. I have seen “helping-people”
burnout by the sheer weight of the burden
they have been carrying for another.
If your helping looks like it will take
more than a one or two conversations
suggest to the person who has come to you
that you attempt to meet weekly or
fortnightly, for 1 to 2 hours, for 3-6 times
then you’ll both review. Any longer than 1

or 2 hours can be very tiring (I am not talking
about when you are with someone whose
close family member has died or they have
decided to end their life, these times will
obviously take longer). Having a timeframe
can give you both a structure to work to,
maintains boundaries, allows them time to
think/pray through what they have been
talking about and for you to also pray and
consider the best course of action going
forward. Reviewing after 3 or 6 times
together is helpful. You have had a
reasonable amount of time together, and
when you review how your time has been
together, you can both decide to continue
for another period of time or evaluate if
meeting together can stop or whether the
person needs to have other support or help.
Know your own limitations. There is a
saying that you need to put on your own
life-jacket first before you help another.
You need to look after yourself, be in a
good space yourself, before you take on
someone else’s cares. You are not
indispensable! God can use others to do
this work. You may need to say “I am not
in a position to help you at this moment,
but I know someone who may be able
to …” and refer them to someone else.
This kind of helping work can be
exhausting, overwhelming, discouraging
and difficult but it can also be uplifting,
encouraging and spiritually strengthening,
as God works through us to help others.
This work drives us to God’s Word and to
walking close with Him at our side as we
realise how much we need Him.We can
give Him all glory and honour for the work
He is doing, both in us and the people we
help.
1 Welch, Edward T., Side by Side: Walking with
others in Wisdom and Love

Jenny Waldron is a qualified
counsellor, currently working for Drug
Arm Christchurch. She is also on the
executive committee of the New
Zealand Christian Counsellors
Association, and a member of the
Christchurch Reformed Church
(Cornwall Street).
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Easter meditation
JOHN P WILSON

Good Friday –
not just good, but

GLORIOUS
Jesus was never more
glorious than when he
was nailed to the Cross.
Jesus was glorified in
his greatest moment of
darkness.
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Childhood impressions linger, don’t they?
I’m so grateful for (most of) them. My
earliest memory of 1950s church life is full
of happy thoughts, good people and full
Sundays. Sunday mornings, afternoons
and evenings – there was always something engaging and purposeful to do (yes,
Sunday afternoons: Christian Endeavour).
As helpful as all that was, there are some
boyhood memories that need tweaking or
straightening out later. Each year, our
evangelical Baptist church gave huge
attention to Palm Sunday, followed five
days later by a much more sombre Friday
morning service. Even without specific
instruction, this pattern taught me to
celebrate the joy of Palm Sunday but to
tone it down on Good Friday. This was the
order of things, from glory to gloom: after
the glory of the triumphal march into
Jerusalem we must move to the gloom of
the Cross. Which prompted, of course, that
perennial childhood question: “Dad, why
is Good Friday good? Isn’t it bad, what they
did to Jesus?”
Reflecting on this glory to gloom
transition, I now wonder if it needs
correction. In fact, the march into Jerusalem
isn’t all that glorious. Many of those singing
the “hosanna” chorus would have a much
more sinister chant on their lips by the end
of the week. There’s not a lot glorious about
a people who misapply their praise in hope

of personal benefit in some form of national
deliverance.
Maybe it should be the reverse: from
the gloom of misplaced Palm Sunday hope
to the triumphant glory of Good Friday. I
have it on impeccable authority that Good
Friday is both good and glorious. There are
two heavenly witnesses; and these two
agree and their words cannot be denied.
1. For the benefit of his disciples, Jesus
predicted his imminent death, describing
it as his moment of glory. “The hour has
come for the Son of Man to be glorified”
(John 12:23).
Jesus said that his moment of death is
his moment of glory. Which is really
surprising, because it looks like the opposite.
It has all the appearance of something
horrible – hanging on a cross until
asphyxiation is a shocking way to die. But
Jesus says it’s how God is glorified – that
through the Cross there is glory.
See the juxtaposed stories in this chapter
– John 12? Immediately prior to this verse,
John 12:12, we read of the King’s
procession into the city of kings … received
by adoring fans waving palm branches,
singing praises: “hosanna, hosanna”. It was
a ticker-tape parade.
Surely, that’s where glory is?
But, it’s as if Jesus said: “No, over here …
nothing to see over there. That was

yesterday’s performance: that was just
crowd surfing. NOW is the hour. The real
glory is at the cross.”
It’s counter intuitive: real glory is at the
cross. How is death glorious? I recall the
Saturday afternoon of President Kennedy’s
assassination – it traumatised this young
boy. Watching the event replayed, seeing
snippets of the funeral on TV … there was
nothing glorious about it. Profound, sombre
reflection, yes … but no glory in the great
man’s passing.
Many of us recall the day of Princess
Diana’s death, a Sunday afternoon shock.
Disbelief, anger, sadness … but no glory
there. Glory in the death of Jesus, really?
No wonder the disciples didn’t understand.
I wouldn’t have.
Our Lord’s mind always went to this.
His main thought was what he’d come to
achieve for sinners at the Cross. Yes, he did
many other things in his short life:
• he gave himself to train the twelve;
• he fed the hungry;
• he healed the sick;
• he loved the company of friends;
but all the while where did his mind track
to? To his hour of glory – which was: the
Cross. The central theme of his mission:
the Cross.
Of course, we never separate this from
what followed the Cross – it’s not the Cross
in isolation, it’s the empty tomb, his return
to heaven … but it’s Jesus’ words that track
immediately to the Cross. Jesus’ heart was
always at the Cross.
Jesus was never more glorious than
when he was nailed to the Cross. Jesus was
glorified in his greatest moment of darkness.
At the moment Jesus offered up his life as
a sacrifice for sinners, as he bore the terrible
weight of the world’s sin, as he endured his
Father’s anger at sin … and the veil was
torn, the lights went out, the earth rumbled
… never was our saviour more glorious.
Jesus came into the world to carry a cross,
not wear a crown. He came for a crucifixion,
not a coronation.
At the most hopeless moment … when
it appears most awful … we’re to see that
it’s actually the most hopeful and most
awesome moment in all history – the
moment when justice and mercy meet and
glory shines. The moment when Satan is
defeated and people are set free.
2. Then, the second heavenly witness
booms from heaven, referring to the
Cross: “I have glorified it (i.e. my name),
and I will glorify it again” (John 12:28).
There are very few times we read of

God’s voice from heaven, so it must be
monumentally significant. Remember Jesus’
baptism? His transfiguration? This time, God
declares from heaven that at the moment
of his Son’s crucifixion there is glory to the
name of the triune God. This is the second
testimony to the goodness and the glory of
Good Friday.
Jesus adds to the testimony: “This is for
your benefit, not mine”. The voice from
heaven is for our benefit, so we may better
grasp that central to Jesus’ mission is the
Cross.
There’s application here for us as a
church: in Presbyterian churches throughout
the nation, we give ourselves to so many
things as part of the church’s mission: we
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love worshiping God and we rightly
encourage others to attend, we invite friends
to Bible study groups, we train leaders,
provide pastoral care, visit the sick, engage
in mission … we do so many good things
in our church program. In all this: is the
Cross central. In all we do, where does our
mind track to? Is it to Jesus’ hour of glory:
the Cross? Because that’s where:
• mercy is found;
• people are blessed;
• sinners are converted;
• sin is forgiven;
• grace is discovered;
• freedom enjoyed.
See where Jesus takes us … vs. 32 “When
I am lifted up, I will draw all people to
myself”. This is our message to a hurting
world:
• looking for mercy?
• want blessing?
• searching for a new start?
• desperate to be forgiven?
• in need grace?
• longing to be set free?

It’s all at the Cross, where Jesus was
lifted up. His being lifted up is the
drawcard. Mercy, blessing, conversion,
forgiveness, grace, freedom – it’s all there,
for all peoples. Because it’s the Cross that
draws all people to Christ.
Perhaps, dear reader, there are some
of you standing at a distance to the Cross,
preferring not to come near, desperate for
God’s blessing, but without the messiness
of the Cross. Maybe that’s how I felt as a
young boy – wishing my church would
hurry on from the gloom of Good Friday
to get to the joy of Easter morning (let’s
have done with those sticky buns and get
to the chocolate eggs). Yet, the drawing
power of God is through the saviour lifted
up at the Cross. I pray that God will draw
you to the crucified saviour.
Perhaps there are some of you saying
what the mockers said while Jesus was on
the Cross. Remember what some said?
“Come down from the Cross and then we’ll
believe you”. Maybe you ask: “Can’t I just
believe a gentler version of Jesus, a sanitised
Jesus?” Does a blood-stained Jesus dying

The National Publishing Committee has
a surplus of 214 Forms and Confessions
booklets.
These are ideal for anyone wishing to have a complete set of the
Doctrines of our Churches as adopted at Synod 2014 and contain:
- the Belgic Confession (1561)
- the Heidelberg Catechism (1563)
- the Canons of Dort (1618-1619)
- the Westminster Confession of Faith (1647) new and updated
versions
- complete Church Order of the RCNZ
- all liturgical Forms, as adopted by the RCNZ
The booklet is ideal for anyone studying and wishing to further
understand the doctrines and beliefs of our churches, including
Catechism students.
Copies can be obtained by ordering from our distributor
Stuart Williams, at stu@faanz.co.nz at $6.00, plus postage
where applicable.
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as a substitutionary atonement offend you?
But a sanitised Jesus is not a saving Jesus,
because the pulling power of Jesus is his
being lifted up on the Cross – not being
released from the Cross.
Jesus would not come down from the
Cross … this was his finest hour, this was
the moment when the prince of this world
was driven out, when salvation was delivered.
It’s at the Cross where Jesus is most glorious.
Rev John Wilson was the former
Moderator-General of the Presbyterian
Church of Australia.
Used with permission. First appeared
in Australian Presbyterian (AP)

Focus on creation and science
WES BREDENHOF

Pre-Adamites –
Old and New

Samuel Maresius

One of the most important reasons we need to study church
history is because Satan repurposes just about every error
and heresy he has ever engineered or promoted.
Seldom do you encounter a totally original false
teaching. The evil one regularly takes advantage of
the fact that human beings have short memories
and are easily distracted. But by studying
church history, we can equip ourselves to
discern and resist his evil ways.
In 1655, two hugely controversial books
appeared in Europe. In these two books,
Isaac La Peyrère argued that many other
human beings had existed before and
alongside Adam and Eve. He claimed
that Adam was merely the ancestral
father of the Jews. However, the
Gentiles traced their lineage back to
various “pre-Adamites.” To make his
case, he appealed to Scripture, both the
Old and New Testaments, although he
did question the authority and
authenticity of Scripture in many places.
Today we hear talk again of
pre-Adamites, although the arguments
have shifted because of the wide
acceptance of biological macro-evolution.
If human beings have an evolutionary
history, then we are necessarily looking at
the existence of pre-Adamites. If macroevolution is true and also applies to our species,
then an historical Adam (if there was one) cannot
have been immediately created by God from literal
dust of the earth (cf. Gen. 2:7). Instead, this historical
Adam was biologically created by the normal process of
a sperm fertilizing an ovum. In other words, prior to being
constituted as a human being (being endowed with the image of
God), the being we call Adam had a biological father and mother – preAdamites.
Plenty has been written recently to demonstrate that this contemporary
argument for pre-Adamites is unbiblical. However, is there anything we
can learn from Reformed engagement with previous forms of pre-Adamitism?
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Francis Turretin addressed La Peyrère’s arguments
in his Institutes of Elenctic Theology in 1679. In the
English translation, Turretin’s discussion takes up
about six pages (pp. 457-462 of volume 1). This is
a good summary of the issues, as well as an orthodox
biblical response. But it was by far not the only
response.
Just one year after La Peyrère published his preAdamite books, a full-length book response appeared
from the pen of Samuel Maresius (1599-1673).
Maresius was a Reformed theologian from France
(his original surname was De Marets). When he
responded to La Peyrère, he was a theology
professor at the University of Groningen, in the
northern Netherlands. Maresius’ book was entitled,
A Refutation of the Fable of the Pre-Adamite:
Accomplished in Seven Basic Questions. This volume
appeared in several editions – the one I used in
preparing this post contained 689 pages.
As the title indicates, Maresius treats the topic
through seven basic questions. However, he first
of all writes a lengthy (109 pages) preface in which
he defends the authenticity and authority of Scripture.
That provides a window into his method in this
volume. His answers to the questions are based first
and foremost on Scripture. Yes, Maresius does bring

in other supportive material as well, but the
authoritative foundation is Scripture alone.
Let’s now briefly look at the seven questions
Maresius asks and see what can be learned from
them in terms of our present-day engagement with
pre-Adamitism. Even though the background is
different, some of the questions have not changed
and the answers are still relevant.

1. Is Adam the first of all men and is
he to be acknowledged as the parent
of the whole human race?
Maresius answers in the affirmative. He supports
his answer by appealing to Scripture passages,
including Matthew 19:4-5. Matthew 19:4 says that
God created male and female (Adam and Eve) at
the beginning – which means the beginning of the
universe, during the six days of creation. Adam was
at the beginning and is therefore the first of all, the
parent of the whole human race. Maresius
understands that the issues at hand are not solved
merely by looking at Genesis 1 and 2. Rather,
Scripture must interpret Scripture. Jesus clearly
believed that Adam was the first of all men, and
therefore we ought to as well.
2. Is the forming of Adam and Eve
described in Genesis 2 different in
order and time from the creation of
man in the image of God referred to in
Genesis 1?
This is to be denied, says Maresius. You cannot
drive a wedge between the first two chapters of
Genesis in an effort to make room for pre-Adamites.
The man in Genesis 1 is the same as Adam in
Genesis 2. La Peyrère argued to the contrary and
it’s important to remember that background.
Maresius argues that the first two chapters of Genesis
present the same history of human origins from
different perspectives. Moreover, he again appeals
to other Scripture passages outside of Genesis to
support his position.

3. Should the foundation of the world
and human affairs be regarded as
having taken place long before Adam?
To this Maresius says, “No.” In other words, in
answer to La Peyrère, he maintains a young-earth
position. Any time someone starts introducing preAdamites, we run into the question of the age of
the earth. Maresius had to deal with it, and so do
we today. The biblical evidence runs in favour of
a young earth.

4. Does it follow from what Paul says
Romans 5:12-14 that other men
existed before Adam?
This was a nearly-clever argument introduced
by La Peyrère. He reinterpreted Paul to be saying
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that there were other human beings before Adam
who were lawless and sinful. But their actions were
not considered sin until Adam came along and
broke God’s command to him. This comes across
as a radical attempt to reinterpret a problematic
text for La Peyrère and Maresius recognizes it as
such. It is simply sloppy exegesis to use Romans
5:12-14 to argue for pre-Adamites. Lesson: beware
of the Scripture-twisting needed to support a refusal
to believe what Scripture plainly reveals in Genesis
1 and 2.

5. Is it possible for the sin of Adam to
be imputed to men not descended
from him, or those who are pretended
to have existed in the world long
before him?
Another way of putting this question: can the
imputation of original sin be universal if Adam is
not the head of the entire human race? Maresius
denies this and argues that universal imputation
requires a single head of the human race. In both
old and new forms, pre-Adamitism is going to have
human beings who are not biologically descended
from Adam. If they are not descended from Adam,
then Adam’s sin cannot be imputed to them. In La
Peyrère’s version of pre-Adamitism, he also has
human beings existing before Adam, and these too
cannot be regarded as sharing in Adam’s sin. In
whatever age pre-Adamites are proposed, it should
be noted that a reconfiguration of the imputation
of original sin becomes necessary.

6. Scripture frequently distinguishes
between Jews and Gentiles. Can it be
inferred from this that the latter are
not descended from Adam, but
instead from pre-Adamites?
This question is peculiar to La Peyrère’s position.
While we can note that Maresius denies this, I don’t
think there’s anything that can be drawn from this
in terms of relevance for our present-day
discussions.

7. Was the flood of Noah universal?
Maresius affirms a global flood in the days of
Noah, contrary to what La Peyrère argued in his
books. Like at least some contemporary advocates
of pre-Adamites, La Peyrère maintained that the
flood was a local phenomenon. Noah’s family,
preserved in the flood, continued to represent the
line of Adam. However, the Gentiles continued to
exist in other parts of the world, unaffected by the
flood in Noah’s locale. But Maresius points out that
Scripture simply does not support this view. After
all, Genesis 6:12 speaks of what precipitated the
flood: universal corruption. Universal corruption
requires universal punishment. After the flood,
Genesis 10 provides genealogies which account for

the existence of all peoples after Noah, including
Gentiles. Maresius proves that arguing for a local
flood requires the twisting and perversion of
Scripture, and his arguments remain applicable
today.

Conclusion
There is a bit more to be gleaned from this
episode in church history. When La Peyrère wrote
his books in 1655, he still identified as a Calvinist
and was a member of the French Reformed
Churches. He soon ended up being arrested by the
Roman Catholics – they regarded him as an enemy
of their faith too. Faced with their threats, he
apologized to the Pope, recanted his views, and
became a Roman Catholic in 1656. “Recanted,”
however, is a term that can only be used loosely
here. La Peyrère went through intellectual contortions
to officially disavow his pre-Adamite views while
actually still holding them. He wanted to save his
life and his intellectual legacy. He actually wrote a
defense in response to Maresius’ book, but did not
publish it because of a promise to the Pope not to
promote pre-Adamitism. There is sometimes more
than meets the eye or ears. Sin is deceitful and the
sin of unbelief no less so.
Perhaps you’re wondering: if his views were so
wrong, why was La Peyrère never disciplined by
the French Reformed Churches? Well, it had been
tried. Already in 1626, he was suspected of teaching
and holding to unbiblical ideas, although it’s not
clear whether pre-Adamitism was on his mind yet.
His case went to a provincial synod of the French
Reformed Churches. However, some 60 pastors
defended him and he was acquitted. In his
monograph on La Peyrère, Richard H. Popkin
suggests that it was the La Peyrère family name
which led to this outcome – they were well-respected
and influential. Although no formal discipline took
place, La Peyrère’s views were roundly condemned
by Reformed theologians like Maresius and Turretin.
They did what they could to broker no room for
pre-Adamitism in the Reformed Churches of Europe.
If there ought to have been no room then for La
Peyrère’s form of pre-Adamitism, why should there
be room now for a different form of pre-Adamitism
with many of the same features?
Church History, Days of Creation, Genesis 1, Genesis 2
Francis Turretin, Isaac La Peyrère, pre-Adamites, Samuel De
Marets, Samuel Maresius

Mr Wes Bredenhof is a minister of the word
and sacraments in the Free Reformed Church
of Launceston.
Appeared in Creation Without Compromise.
creationwithoutcompromise.com
Used with permission.
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Focus on faith
LETTERS OF JOHN NEWTON

What a believer
would do – if he
could!
“For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and
the Spirit against the flesh. These are
contrary the one to the other – so that you
cannot do the things that you would!”
Galatians 5:17
This is a humbling but an accurate
account of a Christian;s attainments in the
present life, and is equally applicable to the
strongest and to the weakest. The weakest
need not say less – the strongest will hardly
venture to say more.
The Lord has given His people a desire
aiming at great things, but they cannot do
as they would. Their best desires are weak

and ineffectual – not absolutely so, but in
comparison with the noble mark at which
they aim. So that while they have great
cause to be thankful for the desire He has
given them, and for the degree in which it

is answered – they have equal reason to be
ashamed and abased under a sense of their
continual defects and the evil mixtures
which taint and debase their best endeavors!
It would be easy to make out a long list

Focus on the Christian life
BEN SWIFT

Paganism and the
Otherness of God
From the cults of ancient Rome to the
hippie movement of the 60s, or where
east meets west, or positive psychology
exchanges
ideas
with
mystical
spirituality, the result is paganism. We
see it on the rise today.
So what does this mean for the
Christian? Here are a few thoughts.
When contemplating God the Son,
that is the person of Jesus, Paul writes:
‘For in him all the fullness of God was
pleased to dwell, and through him God
was pleased to reconcile to himself all
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things, whether on earth or in heaven, by
making peace through the blood of his
cross’ (Col 1:19-20).
Here, in a single statement, Paul
emphasizes the divine nature of Jesus,
countering the likes of what became
known as the Arian heresy and in fact all
forms of paganism that deny the divinity
of Christ, and lead to creaturely worship.
In relation to worship, paganism offers us
only creatures or inanimate creations of
God, a call to search within, and a
smorgasbord of illegitimate pathways to
fulfilment and salvation.
As seekers of ultimate truth and wisdom,
we who have faith in Christ are to stay
alert to the ever-present attempts of the
world to make Christianity more palatable
through the infiltration of paganism in its
various forms.

Recognizing the interchangeability of
the terms ‘paganism’ and ‘worldliness’
will be helpful as we consider Paul’s words:
Do not conform to the pattern of this
world, but be transformed by the renewing
of your mind. Then you will be able to
test and approve what God’s will is – his
good, pleasing and perfect will (Rom 12:2).
As we look to decipher the many
patterns of this world, and untangle the
seemingly complex web of ideas on offer,
we find, finally, the world, the flesh, and
the original lie: god is within. The root of
all worldly wisdom is paganism.
‘For God knows that when you eat
from it your eyes will be opened, and you
will be like God, knowing good and evil’’
(Gen 3:5).
At the heart of all paganism is the
rejection of the otherness of God, the

of particulars which a believer would do if
he could – but in which, from first to last,
he finds a mortifying inability. Permit me
to mention a few, which I need not
transcribe from books, for they are always
present to my mind.
He would willingly enjoy God in prayer.
He knows that prayer is his duty; but he
considers it likewise as his greatest honor
and privilege. In this light he can recommend
it to others, and can tell them of the
wonderful condescension of the great God,
who humbles Himself and opens His gracious
ear to the supplications of sinful worms
upon earth! The believer can bid others to
expect a pleasure in waiting upon the Lord,
different in kind and greater in degree than
all that the world can afford.
By prayer he can say: “You have liberty
to cast all your cares upon Him who cares
for you. By one hour’s intimate access to
the throne of grace – you may acquire more
true spiritual knowledge and comfort, than
by a week’s converse with the best of men,
or the most studious perusal of many books.”
And in this light he would consider it and

improve it for himself.
But, alas; how seldom can he do as he
would! How often does he find this privilege
to be a mere task, which he would be glad
of a just excuse to omit! and the chief
pleasure he derives from the performance,
is to think that his task is finished! He has
been drawing near to God with his lips,
while his heart was far from Him. Surely
this is not doing as he would, when (to
borrow the expression of an old woman
here,) he is dragged before God like a slave,
and comes away like a thief!
Though we aim at this good – evil is
present with us!
Alas! how vain is man in his best estate!
How much weakness and inconsistency,
even in those whose hearts are right with
the Lord! What reason have we to confess
that we are unworthy, unprofitable
servants!
It were easy to enlarge in this way,
would paper and time permit. But, blessed
be God, we are not under the law – but
under grace! And even these distressing
effects of the remnants of indwelling sin are

overruled for good. By these experiences
– the believer is weaned more from SELF,
and taught more highly to prize and more
absolutely to rely on Him who is our
Wisdom, Righteousness, Sanctification and
Redemption! The more vile we are in our
own eyes – the more precious He will be
to us! A deep repeated sense of the evil of
our hearts is necessary to preclude all
boasting, and to make us willing to give the
whole glory of our salvation where it is due!
Again, a sense of these evils will (when
hardly anything else can do it) reconcile us
to the thoughts of DEATH! Yes, they make
us desirous to depart, that we may sin no
more; since we find depravity so deep-rooted
in our nature, that, like the leprous house,
the whole fabric must be taken down
before we can be freed from its defilement!
Then, and not until then, we shall be
able to do the thing that we would! When
we see Jesus – we shall be transformed into
His image, and be done with sin and sorrow
forever!
Grace Gems

transcendent creator who exists above
and apart from all creation. Paganism
consists of wrong answers and wrong
questions. It is to ask, ‘Who made God?’
in ignorance of his eternal, transcendent
existence. Most importantly and
distinctively, it is to see everything that
exists as one. It is to conclude that truth
can be found within, simultaneously
denying that ultimate truth has its origins
in the one who exists apart from the entire
cosmos: God who is other.
Paganism’s influence on society and
even within pockets of Christianity, may
seem easy to recognise but the truth is,
it’s often like blue ink on black paper. It
is a hidden, cancerous network of
tentacles winding through its host. Hidden
it may be, but paganism in its many forms
is everywhere we turn.
Ultimately, to see paganism for what
it is, is to comprehend the truth about

who God is in relation to who we are as
human creations. It is to finally see all
material matter as brought into existence
through the Word of God in the
beginning.
In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the Word
was God. He was in the beginning with
God. All things came into being through
him, and apart from him nothing came
into being that has come into being (Jn
1:1-3).
Wrestling with the truth about God
and humanity, studying the nature of God,
will surely distinguish biblical thinking
from a pagan mindset. As Peter Jones in
his book, ‘The Other Worldview,’ suggests:
‘If God is “other,” or distinct from us, then
his qualities of lordship, sovereignty,
transcendence … make sense, though
these are offensive to the modern mind
… brainwashed into the “god within.”’

To live a Christian life while under
constant pressure to conform to the ways
of the world is no easy task. Thankfully,
as promised in God’s word, we have all
that is needed to recognise paganism for
what it is. We can have courage that in
Christ we have true wisdom and the ability
to rest from the futile task of trying to save
ourselves.
In the words of Jesus as he encouraged
his disciples, ‘I have said these things to
you, that in me you may have peace. In
the world you will have tribulation. But
take heart; I have overcome the world’
(Jn 16:33).
Mr Ben Swift is the author of Beyond
the Fish Sticker.
Used with permission. First appeared
in Australian Presbyterian (AP)
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Focus on books

Foundations of Covenant Theology:
A Biblical-Theological Study of
Genesis 1–3
by Lane G. Tipton. Reformed Forum,
2021. Paperback, 131 pages, $16.99.
Reviewed by editor Danny E.
Olinger.
Lane Tipton’s Foundations of Covenant
Theology is a 131-page biblical-theological study of Genesis 1–3. Divided into
twelve chapters with questions at the end
of each, the book is ideal for adult Sunday
school classes. But the book is also
profound in its explanation of the eschatological goal set before Adam in the
covenant of works and the realization of
that goal through the person and work of
the second Adam, Jesus Christ, in the
covenant of grace.
Tipton declares that the central concern
of Scripture is the glory of the self-contained
triune God who in the beginning created
the heavens and the earth. Exegeting
Nehemiah 9:6, Isaiah 6:1–6, and Colossians
1:16, Tipton further argues that “the
heavens” of Genesis 1:1 refer to the invisible
realm of glory where God dwells forever to
be worshiped by his creatures – a worship
wholly for his own sake.
In Eden, fellowship existed between
God, the Creator, and Adam, the creature.
Tipton beautifully explains that God made
Adam to worship and glorify him. He writes,
“God breathes life into him so that he might
himself breathe out praise to God. It is a
movement from God to Adam and from
Adam back to God. He was created in such
a way that the very breath he possessed
existed so that he might confess the glory
of the triune God” (71).
It was a fellowship that God initiated
and upheld, but it was not the full fellowship
of the highest heavens. The “special act of
providence” (WSC 12) that God extended
to Adam that Adam might advance from
Eden to the invisible heavens and full
fellowship with God was by way of
covenant. Tipton explains that in Reformed
theology this covenant by which God
voluntarily condescended to Adam takes
on different names to emphasize different
aspects of the positive and verbal promise
of God. “Covenant of life” (WSC 12)
emphasizes the outcome of the covenant
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if Adam had obeyed; “covenant of works”
(WCF 7.2) emphasizes the demand placed
on Adam; and, “covenant of creation”
distinguishes it from the covenant of grace
that is established after Adam’s fall into sin.
Tipton also stresses the importance of
understanding the two trees. God’s
prohibition of eating of the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil presented
Adam with the fundamental religious
question – would he love and glorify God
for God’s sake alone? The tree of life
pictured advancement beyond earthly
probation to the highest heavens where
God is enthroned in Sabbath rest.
Regarding the fall into sin, Tipton points
out that Eve’s basic problem is that she
treats the words of God and the words of
the serpent as competing hypotheses, thus
making herself the judge of competing
claims. Adam and Eve then transgress God’s
command, and the fellowship that once
was theirs with God is lost. They hide from
God, for God must judge sin. But where
judgment is expected, the gospel dawns
with the covenantal promise of the coming
seed of the woman who will crush the head
of the serpent (Gen. 3:14–15).
From this point forward, the Scripture
is Christ centered. There is also no
neutrality. Antithesis exists between the City
of God and its representative champion,
the promised seed, and the City of Man
and its representative champion, the serpent.
Tipton closes the book with a detailed
look at the temptation of Jesus in Luke 4.
Adam fails the probation; Jesus is the second
Adam who obeys. Jesus recapitulates and
reverses the outcome of the temptation of
Adam. Tipton also explains how Israel fails
as sons of God (Exodus 16:2–3), but Jesus
is the new Israel who obeys.
Highly recommended, this is a wonderful
resource for understanding the scriptural
foundations of covenant theology.
New Horizons, December 2021

World in focus

Inter-American Court of
Human Rights
decriminalizes
infanticide
By Stefano Gennarini, J.D. |
January 27, 2022

NEW YORK, January 27 (C-Fam)
Manuela ripped the umbilical cord of her
newborn baby boy and then threw him
into a latrine to die by suffocation in
excrement. That was thirteen years ago.
Manuela was convicted of her crime.
And then she became a heroine of
abortion groups around the world and
has been set free after winning an
international legal case.
Not only has she been set free, the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights
ordered El Salvador to provide Manuela
and her family reparations for her
prosecution and incarceration in a ruling
issued last month. The court said El
Salvador’s abortion laws were not directly
implicated in the case, since Manuela was
convicted of homicide, but the laws were
nonetheless indirectly responsible for the
mistreatment of women who sought medical
attention for “obstetric emergencies.”
The court’s sentence described the
strict abortion laws of El Salvador as part
of a pattern of systemic gender
discrimination rooted in El Salvador’s prolife laws and law enforcement protocols.
The Inter-American Court ultimately
told El Salvador to revise its infanticide
laws, which currently allow the imposition
of the full 30-to-50-year prison sentence
foreseen in cases of homicide. Manuela
had been sentenced to the minimum 30
years when she was found guilty of
infanticide in 2008. But the court didn’t
stop there.
The court ordered the government of
the Central American country to revise all
its laws, and its medical and prosecutorial
standards to comply with international
“gender” norms. This may be read as
including the country’s abortion laws,

which are referred to explicitly and
repeatedly. The court cited the pressure
of UN experts and UN committees on El
Salvador to liberalize its abortion laws as
evidence of systemic gender discrimination.
The court also said that the legislature
of El Salvador could not block the
implementation of the court’s ruling, and
that the executive branch of the
government was responsibl e for
implementing the ruling by decree, if the
legislature did not act. In other words, the
Inter-American Court implied that its
rulings were self-executing and did not
require any implementing measure by the
legislature.
The only dissenting justice of the InterAmerican Court, Eduardo Vio Grossi of
Chile, insisted the ruling of the court could
not affect El Salvador’s abortion laws, since
those were not implicated in the case.
The case concluded a multi-year
campaign by abortion groups to conflate
miscarriages, in the earlier months of
pregnancy, with infanticide, the deliberate
killing of a newly born child in the late
stages of pregnancy. Abortion groups
argued that so long as abortion is penalized,
then women who miscarry may be
prosecuted for infanticide.
The abortion groups were so successful
in confusing infanticide with miscarriages
that the New York Times was forced to
retract a story in 2006. C-Fam reviewed
photographic evidence in nine cases
pending in El Salvador in 2015 and found
that none of the cases involved prosecutions for miscarriages. They involved full
term babies that had been strangled, their
skull pierced, and their throats slit. In the
Manuela case, the baby she abandoned
to die in a latrine was carried to term,
according to the medical evidence
presented in court.
The reparations provided Manuela and
her family include scholarships for her
previously born children and medical and
psychological treatment for post-traumatic
stress.

Finnish Bishop and
Politician face trial for
teaching biblical truth
about male and female
The following is excerpted from “Finnish
Bishop,” Christianity Today, Jan. 3, 2022:
“Johana Pohjola, 49, and politician Päivi
Räsänen, 62, are facing criminal charges
... accused of violating the equality and
dignity of LGBT people. Though Finland
has legal protections for free speech and
the free exercise of religion, Prosecutor
General Raija Toiviainen says Räsänen
and Pohjola’s actions are criminal
incitement against a minority group –
hate speech. According to the prosecutor, Räsänen has fueled intolerance and
contempt of LGBT people three times: in
comments she made on a nationally
syndicated talk show on Finnish statesupported radio; in a 2019 tweet where
she quoted Romans 1:24–27 to criticize
the Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Finland (ELCF): one of Finland’s two
national churches – for its affiliation with
Helsinki Pride; and in a 23-page booklet
that Räsänen wrote titled Male and
Female He Created Them. Pohjola is
being charged for publishing Räsänen’s
booklet, which argues against same-sex
marriage, contrasts LGBT identities with
the Christian notion of what it means to
be human, and describes same-sex
attraction possibly as being inherently
sinful and possibly the result of a ‘negative developmental disorder.’ It was
released in 2004 by Luther Foundation
Finland, the legal entity behind the
ELMDF. ... [Pohjola] says, ‘I do not so
much fear the outcome of the court case,
but the strong signal it gives to many: to
be silent. I fear self-censorship and
intimidation.’”
+ Way of Life Literature, Post Office Box 610368, Port Huron,
Michigan 48061, 519-652-2619, fbns@wayoflife.org
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Leah Sharibu still in
terrorist captivity, four
years later
MCD Staff | February 20, 2022
Today marks the fourth year anniversary
of the abduction of Leah Sharibu, a
Nigerian schoolgirl who was just fourteen
when she was kidnapped by the Boko
Haram terrorist group.
She is the only child to still be held
from that kidnapping and continues to be
held captive because she refuses to
renounce her Christian faith according to
multiple former Boko Haram prisoners
who had contact with her and a report
released by International Christian
Concern.
Leah, who turns nineteen on May 14,
seems to have been married off to one of
her abductors and is rumored to have two
children, though hard evidence of her
current state is difficult to come by because
she is not allowed any contact with her
family. The only news comes from
survivors of Boko Haram who have either
escaped or been released.
On February 19, 2018 at 5:30 pm,
Boko Haram kidnapped 110 schoolgirls
from the Government Girls’ Science and
Technical College located in northeast
Nigeria. After a month of negotiations
between the Nigerian government and
Boko Haram, 104 out of the 105 girls left
alive were released from captivity and
returned home to their families, leaving
Leah alone in captivity.
Leah’s case has been the subject of
worldwide outrage and helps to illustrate
the way Islamist terrorism impacts Christian
communities in Nigeria. The Nigerian

There is still hope Leah Sharibu will be
released from captivity.
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government, though outwardly sympathetic
to Leah’s situation, has seemed to do little
to rescue her.
The international community must
continue to champion Leah’s cause and
demand that she be released. It must also
pressure the Nigerian government to take
a more active role in defending innocent
Christians in the Middle Belt and northern
parts of Nigeria.
Please continue to pray for Leah Sharibu
and her family, including her two young
children. Pray that the Lord will grant
wisdom to President Muhammadu Buhari
and the Nigerian government. Pray that
Leah will be released, and that the Lord
will ease the burdens of the trauma that
she and her family have experienced. Pray
for the healing of Nigeria, for the end of
mass abductions and killings, and for the
Lord to transform the hearts of those who
persecute the church.

Taliban Christian
persecution in
Afghanistan
‘encouraging Islamic
extremists worldwide’
MCD Staff | February 18, 2022
Open Doors recently published its World
Watch List report on persecution of
Christians, and Afghanistan rose to the
top for the first time since the reports
have been issued.
According to International Christian
Concern, North Korea formally held the
No. 1 spot for worst nation, but life has
become more dangerous for Afghan
Christians since the Taliban takeover.
The WWL report describes the brutal
reality of living under Taliban rule:
“Afghanistan is now the most dangerous
place in the world to be a Christian.
Christian men are facing almost certain
death if their faith is discovered. Women
and girls may escape death but may be
married to young Taliban fighters who
want “spoils of war”. When women and
girls are raped, they will be trafficked.
The incoming Taliban government
gained access to recordings and reports

that helped to identify Christians who were
often detained, in order to identify networks
of Christians, before being killed. Taliban
fighters are actively tracking down
Christians from existing intelligence, even
going door-to-door to find them. Much of
the Christian population has fled to rural
regions or refugee camps in neighboring
nations – all of which feature in the WWL
as countries hostile to Christians.”
Additionally, the horrific yet very
successful takeover by the Taliban has
inspired Islamic extremists abroad. A
section in the WWL report titled,
“Emboldened: The ‘Talibanization’ of West
Africa and beyond,” suggests that the trend
of persecution by Islamic extremists is
worsening:
“The fall of Kabul has fueled a new mood
of invulnerability among other jihadist
groups worldwide. The groups believe
that they won’t face serious opposition
from the West for their expansionist
agendas and are exploiting nations with
weak or corrupt governments … .
Sub-Saharan Africa, already the place
where violence against Christians is highest,
has faced further steep rises in jihadist
violence, with fears that a significant part
of the region faces destabilization.”
Despite the Taliban’s attempt to look
moderate in their control of Afghanistan,
it is obvious that Christians in the country
will face death or worse so long as the
extremists are in control. Moreover, the
global community’s insufficient response
to the atrocities in Afghanistan has
emboldened Islamic extremist groups as
they no longer fear serious retaliation.

